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Abstract: Cities are complex systems and their physical forms are the manifestation of cultural,
social and economic processes shaped by the geometry of natural and man-made elements. Digital
Surface Models (DSM) using LiDAR provide an efficient volumetric transformation of urban fabric
including all built and natural elements which allows the study of urban complexity through the
lens of fractal dimension (D). Founded on the “box-counting” method, we reveal a voxelization
technique developed in GIS (Geographic Information System) to estimate D values of ten DSM
samples across central Melbourne. Estimated D values of surface models (between 2 and 3) provide
a measure to interpret the structural complexity of different urban characters defined by the pattern
of developments and densities. The correlations between D values with other DSM properties such
as elevation, volume, solar radiation and surface roughness, showed a strong relationship between
DSM volume and mean elevation. Lower strength correlations were recorded with solar radiation
and surface roughness. The proposed method provides opportunities for fractal research to study
pressing issues in complex urban environments such as declining physical fitness, mental health and
urban biodiversity.
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1. Introduction
Urban environments are complex systems whose physical forms are the manifestation
of cultural, social and economic processes shaped by the geometry of the natural and
man-made world [1]. The complexity of urban forms, similar to that of natural systems,
cannot be fully determined by Euclidean geometry. However, the concept of a fractal
dimension has previously successfully been used to describe this complexity [2]. Indeed,
the geometric order created from self-similarity, which is a core characteristic of fractals,
can be measured to describe these complex forms [3]. Therefore, fractal geometry is a
useful mathematical concept for the spatial analysis of cities, enabling the assemblage of
a bigger picture of complex forms that might be of use to social scientists, geographers,
economists, planners, engineers and designers.
The discovery of fractal geometry by Mandelbrot [4] changed the appreciation of
complex forms and patterns available in nature. Fractal objects are self-similar through an
assemblage of rescaled copies of themselves and when rescaling are either anisotropic or
dependent on a direction [5]. These objects or forms are too complex to be described in
Euclidean space by topological Cartesian dimensions (1D, 2D or 3D). Instead, they can be
characterised by a value of fractal dimension, a statistical concept summarising the degree
of self-similarity. A higher fractal dimension indicates higher complexity or irregularity
than a lower fractal dimension. Therefore, urban environments, as complex geometries
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resulting from interactions of man-made and natural elements occurring at macro and
micro levels, can be successfully analysed.
1.1. Fractal Analysis of Built Environments
The use of fractal geometry in urban studies mainly developed in the 1990s [6].
Indeed, previous studies have shown that cities can be conceptualised as fractals at several,
nested and interrelated, scales. In macro-scale analysis, various researchers have used
the concept of fractal dimension to analyse urban environments and have articulated the
importance of this measure in town planning [1,7–9]. For example, Batty and Longley [1]
developed a method for adapting measurements of fractal dimensions to analyse the
visual growth patterns of large-scale urban settlements. Batty [8] explored the topological
properties of multiple complex networks of urban cities. Cardillo et al. [9] analysed the
fractal dimension of street networks of 20 different cities in 1-square-mile samples. Other
researchers have used fractal geometry to analyse different qualities and elements of urban
environments [2,10,11]. Chalup et al. [12], Chalup and Ostwald [13] and Tucker et al. [14]
used the concept of fractal dimension as an anthropocentric bio-cybernetic approach
to analyse the built environment, by measuring the fractal dimensions of city skylines
and identifying different types of cityscapes. Cooper and Oskrochi [10] applied the boxcounting method to calculate the fractal dimension of 26 streetscapes to identify any
relationship between visual variety in urban design with fractal dimension. They found a
significant correlation between D and subjective judgements. Cooper [15] used the fractal
assessment of street skylines to assess the character of urban areas in relation to their
physical characteristics. He found that streets with higher levels of vegetation, undulating
rooflines and narrow buildings would yield higher D values. Following this, Cooper [16]
assessed the fractal dimension of street edges by tracing building frontages using 1:2000
plan outlines and derived a typology of street characteristics based on these values. He
found that streets would exhibit different D values in relation to the variety of building
type and size, with a higher D being a sign of greater variety.
Values of fractal dimension have been found to differentiate between different types of
urban characters. For example, looking at Brussels, values of D were significantly different
between the city centre and the periphery, illustrating the increase in compactness of urban
clusters as the distance to the centre decreases [6]. However, the fractal dimension seems
to capture a different aspect of urban morphology than density alone. Indeed, whereas
density is represented as mass per surface, D refers to the spatial distribution of this mass [6].
Qin et al. [17] developed a three-dimensional box-counting method to estimate the fractal
dimension of urban form change using remote sensing images. Chen [18] explained cities as
pre-fractals rather than real fractals as they have a limited hierarchy, indicating a fractal-like
geometric form.
At smaller scales, Bovill [19] in Fractal Geometry in Architecture and Design approximate the fractal dimension of built forms. Following this, numerous studies have measured
the fractal dimension of architecture [2,10,14,20,21]. Sala [20] applied Bovill’s method to
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Robie house. Architectural works of multiple well-known architects
such as Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, Eileen Gray, Peter Eisenman, Glenn Murcutt and
Kazuyo Sejima were analysed using fractal dimension [2,22,23]. Stamps [11] and Ostwald
and Vaughan [2] also compared nature and architecture using the fractal dimension to
analyse relationships between architecture and its setting.
The application of fractal dimension in built environments is a vibrant area of research.
New approaches to estimating fractal dimension and complexity in other fields such as
medical [24], geospatial [25] and material science [26–28] are inspiring for application in
built environments. This requires linking and interpreting measurements to the established
concepts in design and planning.
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1.2. Structural Complexity and Application
Geometric complexity is a familiar concept to researcher’s in-built environments whilst
structural complexity may be a new concept. According to the Oxford Dictionary [29],
geometry refers to the spatial attributes of an object, while structure refers to a cohesive
whole made up of distinct parts. Structural complexity has been widely studied by ecologists, particularly in studying coral reefs by linking biodiversity to the carrying capacity of
habitats [30,31]. Structural complexity is defined as the physical three-dimensional structure of an ecosystem, which reflects the heterogeneity and irregularity levels of structural
elements. Although it appears similar to the geometrical complexity, it is applied to an
assemblage of elements rather than a single object. A strong correlation has been identified
between the structural complexity of coral reefs and species richness. Fractal dimension
has been used in studying this diversity in terrestrial and marine environments [31].
The structure of urban environments forms by roads, buildings, streetscape plantings,
footpaths, signage, lighting, and many other assembled elements. The combination of
these elements in various sizes shapes the urban fabric or physical form of urbanised
areas. The collective complexity resulting from the combination of these elements can
be studied using fractal dimensions, similar to coral reef ecosystems. The heterogeneity
and irregularity of similar urban systems, and their impact on the health of inhabitants,
highlights interesting possibilities for research in urban environments. The numerical
characterisation of different types of urban characters in a 3-dimensional form would
allow the identification of relationships between changing urban environments and human
health and well being [32]. Although urban areas often have better health outcomes than
rural areas, such outcomes can be eroded by a deteriorating amenity and biodiversity of
urban environments [33].
1.3. Tangibility of Urban Environments
Amenity is considered to be a difficult concept to define in planning discourses [33].
The concept of amenity as the pleasantness and attractiveness of urban environments
and their effectiveness in utilizing environmental and physical needs are some of the key
considerations for city planners and designers. Amenity is considered as a quality that
includes tangible and intangible aspects and is like an umbrella that covers a broad range of
planning considerations. Tangible aspects are not limited to access (pedestrian and traffic),
noise, ventilation, solar access, density, height, number of dwellings, built and open area
ratios, and appearance (visual). New measurable and evidence-based approaches and
interpretations provide new insights into the understanding of urban environments.
1.3.1. Urban Character and Visual Complexity
Visual amenity refers to the visual pleasantness of a place and is tangled with several
urban design terms and concepts, including character, sense of place, place identity, placemaking, genius loci, atmosphere, and imageability. While these concepts have different
meanings and functions and refer to the different aspects of the place, they are interconnected terms in the field of urban design and planning that connect the way that places
work, as well as how they look [34].
Place character, or sense of place, has a broad meaning, similar to the concept of
amenity. Landscape character assessment (LCA) proposes a more comprehensive meaning
for it, as it includes all distinct, recognisable and consistent patterns of elements and
attributes that make one place different to another, rather than being better or worse [35].
Based on this definition, it can be seen that place character includes broader elements and
attributes compared to amenity, which is only limited to the perceived pleasant aspects of
a place. Although place character is not only restricted to the pleasant aspects of a place,
the quality aspects are important as they help to differentiate one area from another.
Visual complexity is related to the number of differences visible to a viewer per unit
time whether a pedestrian (5 km/h) or a motorist (60 to 90 km/h) [36]. Many urban
designers indicate that visual complexity is an essential determining factor in perceptual
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satisfaction of urban environments [37]. However, too much information in a short space
of time can create sensory overload and too little information produces a sensory deficiency [36]. Lynch [38] referred to visual complexity by defining ‘richness’ in the visual
urban context. Cullen [39] focused on visual complexity in his work and conceived the
concept of serial vision in urban experience as a series of revelations and delight being
simulated by contrasts. However, notions of visual complexity and contrast were explicitly
described by Rapoport and Kantor [40]. They defined physical complexity as the sense of
intricacy in design and defined the concept of ‘optimal perceptual rate’ as a measure of
psychological need for complexity and ambiguity. Complexity is defined as the perceptual
property of a group of elements, including the relationships between them [41].
Visual complexity has a long history, going back to the 17th century in both English and
Chinese literature and was central to picturesque theorists [37]. Repton [42] recommends
visual complexity in landscape design to create a balance between uniformity and chaos.
According to Laverick [37], picturesque theorists expressed their desires for more visually
complex landscapes. He concluded that similar to the picturesque era, we now need more
complex landscapes.
The terms diversity and variety are also used with regard to complexity in the literature. When diversity is greater, complexity will be higher. Several researchers from
different fields have investigated the relationships between pleasure and diversity or
complexity [11,14,43–47]. Almost all of these researchers identified some relationships
between interest, pleasure and complexity. Visual complexity and diversity are calculated
by researchers through different methods, from simple calculations to more mathematical
and computational approaches. The use of mathematical approaches for quantifying and
measuring visual attributes has been more evident since the 1990s. Fractal dimension
provides a measurable indicator for quantifying the complexity of physical urban systems,
which is suitable for the statistical characterisation of places [10].
1.3.2. Environmental Complexity and Solar Energy
Beyond visual attributes, other environmental aspects of urban environments can be
quantified by considering their morphological and microclimatic complexities. Wei et al.
identified 48 urban spatial morphology indicators divided into one-dimensional, twodimensional and three-dimensional, which comprehensively represent the spatial volume
characteristics of urban canopies [48]. Adolphe [49] defined multiple morphological indicators related to complexity to assess the environmental performance of urban environments
including density, rugosity, porosity, sinuosity, occlusivity, compacity, contiguity, solar
admittance, and mineralization. Both macroscopic (city-level) and microscopic (local level)
observations are needed to appreciate the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the urban
context climatic performance [49]. Moreover, climatic conditions are complex systems as
well as a result of both ordered and chaotic behaviours, which are hard to predict [50].
Solar energy is a key consideration of urban morphology and urban fabric as the result
of complex interactions of built geometries [51]. Urban form determines the absorption
and emission of radiation including the solar trapping effect that collectively contribute
to urban heat island [52]. Depending on geographic location, time of day, season, local
landscape and weather, the amount of solar energy that reaches any spot on the Earth’s
surface can change.
The previous research conducted in the urban context indicates that gross space
index, façade-to-site ratio, sky view factor and street canyon height to width ratio have
a strong correlation on solar availability on building facades [53,54]. The solar-energy
production in urban areas has great importance for climactic considerations and is related
to building shapes, sizes, volumes, gross space index, street patterns and spatial distribution
of hard and soft surfaces [53,55]. Urban density is an important factor in receiving solar
energy and production as the solar capacity of urban morphology [56]. Mohajeri et al. [55]
reported a negative correlation between building densities and solar radiation and a
positive correlation between the entropy of street lengths and solar radiation. Liang and
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Gong [57] applied a sparse voxel octree (SVO) to extend solar radiation modelling from
2D to 3D in GIS applications. The potential relationship between solar radiation and
complexity can provide further insights into the performance of urban environments
in predicting balanced models [52]. As one of the main indicators of urban heat, solar
radiation is a particularly critical characteristic to consider.
1.3.3. Roughness
Roughness is the degree of irregularity of the surface texture, which is useful for
calculations of the raster morphology, climatology and physical geometry in general.
Roughness index, in addition to the fractal dimension, is another descriptor of structural
complexity [31]. Urban fabric roughness can affect the urban air ventilation environment,
surface drag scales, wind velocity, the intensity of turbulence and the wind profile [58].
Derived indicators from urban morphology, including rugosity and porosity, are considered
important indicators to guide the design of block wind environments. This is achievable
by considering deep street canyon and frontal area density in shallow street canyons with
no height differences [48]. Depending on the climatic conditions, the permeability of
urban fabric at the street level is encouraged to achieve conductive urban forms. A fractal
dimension was considered as another indicator of surface roughness for extracting and
mapping morphometric features [5].
Structural complexity has been linked in ecology in both terrestrial and marine environments to study biodiversity and the carrying capacity of habitats [31]. Rugosity
index, coefficient of variation and neighbour’s distance have been compared at different
spatial scalings to study natural reefs. Rugosity has been used by coral reef biologists to
understand the pattern of coral genera biodiversity and its relationships and to explain the
variation of percent live coral cover and richness [59]. The surface roughness demonstrates
a potential for quantitative structural complexity measurements of urban fabric considering
its build and natural organisations.
1.4. New Approaches to Estimating the Fractal Dimension
There is a wide variety of methods available to estimate the fractal dimension of objects,
such as the fractional Brownian model, Fourier transform, triangular prism area or boxcounting method. Each method will have its own theoretical and practical limitations and
will yield a specific D for the same object [60]. In addition to methodological limitations,
other factors such as the choice of input material and analytical parameters may also
influence the estimated value of D. Therefore, it is critical to carefully consider which
method one might use when conducting fractal analysis.
Applications of these methods in other fields of knowledge have been inspiring for
researchers in built environments to study fractals. Due to simplicity, ease of application
and computability and empirical estimation, the box-counting dimension is one of the
most widely used methods [26]. It can be applied to various objects or patterns with and
without self-similarity.
The box-counting is applied in various ways to estimate the fractal dimension of
complex lines (between 1D and 2D), surfaces (between 2D and 3D) or volumes (between
3D and 4D). The box-counting method works by superimposing a series of grid squares, at
different sizes, to count the number of boxes that are filled by the object. After counting
the number of filled boxes for each grid size, the comparison can be plotted on a log-log
diagram to estimate the fractal dimension. The fractal dimension (D) can be derived from
the relation: D = logNs/log(s) where Ns corresponds to the number of boxes of size (s)
needed to cover the structure.
The box-counting method was applied on various data forms extracted from urban
environments including points, lines and 2D images or 3D models by tracing or converting data from one form to another. A recent review conducted by Chen [18] reaffirmed
the relevance of using fractal geometry to analyse urban landscapes and indicated that
a 2D analysis was more appropriate for urban analysis as it was simpler and more ef-
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fective. However, exponential technological advancements now allow the production of
increasingly realistic digital surrogates [61].
Indeed, recent advancements in survey systems, especially airborne Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDAR) provide potential to model urban fabric including built and natural elements at an unprecedented resolution and granularity [62]. LiDAR is an active
remote sensing method that provides advantages to other survey methods, mainly by
penetration through canopy structure and captures terrain elevation by emitting 1 million
pulses per second [63]. Since 1980, LiDAR has provided invaluable data used in various
geoscience applications. Extraction of features such as building footprints and classification
of LiDAR point clouds has been developed extensively with increasing demand for threedimensional (3D) city models. The three-dimensional form of the city environments—urban
morphology—has significant implications for urban studies to study form, characteristics,
sustainability and resilience. LiDAR captures in the form of point clouds have been studied
extensively for their capabilities in the creation of large scale high-resolution Digital Surface
Models (DSM) for urban morphology studies considering environmental factors [64].
The DSM provides an efficient elevation model capturing both natural and man-made
features like a canopy model so there is nothing else above it. Earlier artworks of artists
Christo and Jeanne-Claude (1968–1969) by wrapping buildings and landscapes in fabric
might be an early interpretation of DSM to abstract and transform the form of natural and
built elements as one entity, fabric [65]. This transformation allows finding a characteristic
dimension to describe the complexity of an urban settings that can be studied through the
lens of a fractal dimension. Fractal geometry is a powerful tool for scaling the analysis
of urban forms through DSMs [18]. The box-counting method reconceptualised in 3D
voxels provides new possibilities for estimating fractal dimensions by considering the
three-dimensionality of the urban fabric using DSM.
Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to establish an innovative voxel counting
method in GIS-based on LiDAR-derived DSMs. Calculated for multiple samples across
central Melbourne, it is expected that the estimated D reflects different numeric values of
urban characters. Other properties of urban morphology including solar radiation and
surface roughness, which are calculated and correlated to interpret relationships in relation
to the structural complexity. The proposed methodology aims to contribute to a deeper
understanding of urban contexts, which can inform the future growth and transformation
of urban environments.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. LiDAR-Derived DSM Samples
LiDAR provides promising applications for the 3D characterization of the earth’s
surface [66]. It has distinctive advantages for collecting high-density data containing both
vertical and horizontal information for natural and man-made structures and to show their
relationships [67]. LiDAR data are extensively available in Australian cities as open data,
which are being captured and updated periodically. The Intergovernmental Committee on
Surveying and Mapping (ICSM) is the representative of the Australian states, territories
and New Zealand and provides unlimited LiDAR data through its platform (ELVIS).
In addition to this, the City of Melbourne provided the 3D point cloud captured in
2018 through its Open Data platform [68]. The 3D point cloud representing all physical
features (buildings, trees and terrain) has been encoded into a LAS format containing
geospatial coordinates and RGB values for each point for the area of the municipality. The
das has been captured in Map Grid of Australia (MGA) Zone 55 projection and saved in
the XYZ coordinated in 1 km × 1 km. LAS file format. The capture pixel size in 7.5 cm
ground sample distance with 25 cm absolute accuracy. Potentially, LiDAR datasets can
be combined with other active or passive sensing techniques to increase the resolution
of a point cloud or for other purposes (tree species or canopy capture). However, the
sourced LiDAR data were unclassified, which did not allow to separate the vegetation from
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the built elements or the ground to study separately, while this possibility exists through
sourcing classified LAS data.
These data have been used in this research to model a DSM from the point cloud and
to study the complexity of urban fabric through fractal dimension. A DSM was created
in GIS (ArcMap 10.6) with a raster resolution of 0.5 m by 0.5 m including landform, built
and natural elements. The extent of data covers approximately a 1–5 km radius area
around the Melbourne central business district (CBD), which includes the centre and
inner-city suburbs. This area is characterized by the high-density area near the Yarra
River surrounded by public gardens, parks, open spaces and infrastructure corridors. The
urban density decreases as the distance increases from CBD and displays a wide range of
variations of the urban fabric, from commercial districts to residential subdivisions. This
variation provided a suitable context to identify multiple samples for fractal analysis.
The Melbourne CBD is formed by a grid named Hoddle Grid, which was established in
1837. The grid covers an area of 1 × 0.5 mile, using blocks of 10 × 10 chains (approximately
200 m). Hence, a sample of size of 240 m × 240 m was adopted to capture a block of land
defined by the road structure. This block size was considered an optimal size to capture
different characteristics of the urban fabric across the defined geographic area. Moreover,
this sample size was considered a suitable size for the voxelization process to optimize
the computation process. The module boundary was rotated to align the urban character,
including building arrangements and streetscapes across central Melbourne.
Ten samples across the study area were extracted from the DSM for analysis (Figure 1a).
The original elevation data were captured in the Australian Height Datum (AHD), which
is relative to an approximate mean sea level (MSL). For this paper, all DSM samples
were shifted to zero as a Reduced Level (RL) to create consistency for fractal analysis.
These samples vary in terms of characteristics defined by the pattern of built form heights,
streetscapes, vegetation, landform, slope and elevation. Moreover, two city landmarks were
selected as part of the variations. The characteristics of selected samples are summarized in
Table 1. Figure 1b displays the location of samples and their 3D configurations by overlaid
aerial imagery on DSM samples.
2.2. Estimating D Using Voxels
The voxelization method was previously applied to estimate the complexity of the
visual bowl in Melbourne CBD [69]. It was developed in Rhinoceros and Grasshopper
as a 3D computer-aided design platform supported by a visual programming language
environment. In this paper, the voxelization method is implemented in GIS through
resampling functionality and conversions from raster to vector data. The automation of
this workflow in ArcGIS 10.6 using Model Builder allowed estimation of D for multiple
selected samples.
In this research, the box-counting method was applied to three-dimensional patterns
by applying voxel sizes of s(x) × s(y) × s (z) as cubes or voxels to estimate D values of a
DSM of urban environments. DSM is a raster data, including cells at certain resolutions that
store the elevation of features on the ground, which results in a complex surface. Raster
cells replicate the voxels so that their sizes can be changed in the box-counting method to
estimate the number of cells that cover the whole raster. In addition to two axes of boxes
(x & y), the DSM include z values that need to be covered by voxels to calculate the overall
number of voxels required to cover the raster at different resolutions.
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height
information
of
all
features
including
ground,
maps for DSM samples. The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviations were
vegetationfor
and
buildings
gridcorrelation
of squares.analysis.
Moreover, the form of DSM is the reflection
recorded
each
sample as
fora the
of feature volumes under the surface. Although tree canopies are not solid and can be
seen through,
in the DSM they appear as solid forms without gaps under the canopy. The
2.3.3.
Roughness
elevation changes reflect different variations of an urban character represented by building
In this study, roughness is quantified by the deviation of the normal vector from its
heights and vegetation. Hence, elevation variables, such as maximum, minimum, mean
ideal form. In GIS, surface roughness is calculated by the largest inter-cell difference of a
and standard deviations, were calculated for each sample using raster statistics in GIS. The
central pixel and its neighbouring cells. The calculation of the roughness plays a role in
volume under the DSM was calculated using the raster volume function.
the analysis of elevation data. The algorithm is derived from the GDAL DEM utility available
QGIS
3.2. The maximum mean value and standard deviation were calculated for
2.3.2.inSolar
Radiation
each In
sample.
The we
roughness
raster
highlights
the edges
of DSMtoofthe
a model
inthis study,
compared
solarvisually
radiation
of DSM samples
in relation
estimated
cluding
all
elements.
As
the
height
changes
become
more
dramatic,
the
defined
edges
D by the voxelization method. The Area Solar Radiation tool available in ArcGIS 10.6
become
more
evident in
the
resulted raster.
was
used
to calculate
the
insolation
across the entire urban landscape. Solar radiation
Therefore, the chosen parameters to be compared to D were:



the maximum and average elevation in each sample, as well as the standard deviation.
the volume of the digital elevation model (DEM) of each sample;
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is conducted for multiple days during the summer season in Melbourne (December to
February) with 10 days intervals and 30 min intervals. The output radiation rasters are a
floating-point type with units of watt-hour per square meter (WH/m2 ). The latitude for
the site area is used in calculations of solar declination and solar position. The calculations
are repeated for each sample as the input topographic surface producing insolation maps
for DSM samples. The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviations were recorded
for each sample for the correlation analysis.
2.3.3. Roughness
In this study, roughness is quantified by the deviation of the normal vector from its
ideal form. In GIS, surface roughness is calculated by the largest inter-cell difference of
a central pixel and its neighbouring cells. The calculation of the roughness plays a role
in the analysis of elevation data. The algorithm is derived from the GDAL DEM utility
available in QGIS 3.2. The maximum mean value and standard deviation were calculated
for each sample. The roughness raster visually highlights the edges of DSM of a model
including all elements. As the height changes become more dramatic, the defined edges
become more evident in the resulted raster.
Therefore, the chosen parameters to be compared to D were:

•
•
•
•

the maximum and average elevation in each sample, as well as the standard deviation.
the volume of the digital elevation model (DEM) of each sample;
the minimum, maximum and average solar radiation observed on each sample as well
as the standard deviation.
their maximum and average roughness as well as the standard deviation.

Statistically significant correlations were estimated using a non-parametric correlation
test Spearman’s rho on SPSS. Additionally, Kriging interpolation was applied to understand
the distribution of D values across central Melbourne.
3. Results
3.1. Fractal Dimension
The fractal dimension (D) was estimated for all ten DSM samples (Figure 1a) using
the voxelization method in GIS (Table 2) with a consistent size of samples (240 m by 240 m).
The voxelization method resulted in a set of D values that could be used to compare other
sample attributes. Estimated D values for all samples ranged between 2.1219 (lowest) and
2.6396 (highest). The inclusion of a nearly flat surface (sample 1) allowed us to have a
control sample to relate the effect of built and natural elements to changing D values. The
calculated coefficient of determination (R2 ) was estimated between 0.9891 to 0.9956, which
indicates that strong linear scaling relationships occur across all DSM samples due to their
having a high fractal quality.
A visual comparison of DSM samples based on their D values indicated the potential
for D to be a descriptor of urban character. Visually, D values increased with the intensification of features (built and vegetation) across all samples, as well as with landform
changes. Higher D values were estimated for dense areas (samples 7, 8 and 9) compared
to medium density samples (samples 3 and 4). Very close-range D values were estimated
for similar character samples (samples 3 and 4 or samples 6 and 7). Minor differences in
urban character, such as with built form style, tree canopy size or street layout, resulted in
slightly different D values. Sample 10 showed the effect of landform change (from the river
to street level) that increased the D value.
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Table 2. DSM measurements (elevation max, mean, standard deviation and volume).
Sample

Estimated D

Elevation Max. (m)

Elevation Mean (m)

Elevation (std. d.)

Volume (m3 )

Sample 1

2.1219

4.4

2.43

0.79

129,369.23

Sample 2

2.455

40.91

12.4

8.39

692,034.71

Sample 3

2.4144

27.2

10.18

3.76

566,997.51

Sample 4

2.3683

26.5

8.39

4.47

460,849.63

Sample 5

2.3503

81.2

7.76

6.77

433,921.66

Sample 6

2.4832

68.86

13.94

9.01

772,763.14

Sample 7

2.5658

68.9

20.31

14.38

1150,447.44

Sample 8

2.6395

204.232

31.07

33.29

1,738,956.08

Sample 9

2.4916

302.355

23.37

42.37

1,307,388.32

Sample 10

2.5437

41.73

18.28

10.89

1,041,751.73

The estimated D values revealed the effectiveness of the proposed method for numeric characterisation of urban areas. D values reflect the distinct, recognisable pattern
of elements and attributes that make one sample different from the other. The numerical
characterisation of selected samples supports the serial vision experience of the urban
context presented in Figure 3 using Kriging interpolation of FD values. Although it is a
coarse representation of D values across central Melbourne, based on only 10 samples, it
reflects the variations of character from low to high urban density in association with open
Fractal Fract. 2021, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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spaces, which correlates with the physical form of the city. Therefore, the CBD results in
the highest D values.
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3.2. DSM Analysis and Measurements
The variations of DSM elevations were plotted in a hypsometric curve (Figure 4a).
The curve reflects the differences in elevation across each DSM sample due to their different characteristics, including natural and built elements. The graph highlights sample 8 as
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3.2. DSM Analysis and Measurements
The variations of DSM elevations were plotted in a hypsometric curve (Figure 4a). The
curve reflects the differences in elevation across each DSM sample due to their different
characteristics, including natural and built elements. The graph highlights sample 8 as the
highest D and potential volume created by the DSM. The area under the curve highlighted
the volume under the curve that can be another relative variable to D values. Hence,
maximum, mean, standard deviation and volume were calculated for all samples for
comparison with D (Table 2).
Solar radiation area was calculated in ArcGIS 10.6. The sample alignments to the
north direction are slightly inconsistent across all samples, which can reduce the confidence
of the judgement. The solar radiation was simulated for all samples in GIS during the
summer months.
The surface roughness analysis conducted in QGIS 3.2.3 provided another layer of
raster analysis in this study (Figure 4b). The result of the analysis provided an interesting visual output to reflect the effect of DSM components, including built and natural
elements resulting in surface irregularities. As the normal deviation increases with vertical
building surfaces, the roughness measure increases. The maximum surface roughness
was estimated for samples 8 and 9, which had the tallest built forms compared to other
Fractal Fract. 2021, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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samples. Maximum, mean and standard deviation were recorded for surface roughness for
correlation analysis with D.
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Table 2. DSM measurements (elevation max, mean, standard deviation and volume).

Sample
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5

Estimated
D
2.1219
2.455
2.4144
2.3683
2.3503

Elevation
Max. (m)
4.4
40.91
27.2
26.5
81.2

Elevation
Mean (m)
2.43
12.4
10.18
8.39
7.76

Elevation
(std. d.)
0.79
8.39
3.76
4.47
6.77

Volume
(m3)
129,369.23
692,034.71
566,997.51
460,849.63
433,921.66
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3.3. Correlation of D to Other Urban Form Parameters
The analysis of correlations between D and other urban form parameters across the
samples revealed a strong association between variables. Overall, D was found to be
significantly correlated to each parameter, to various degrees (Table 3).
Table 3. Correlation table (N = 10). Only significant correlations are included.
Spearman’s Rho
Elevation Mean (m)
Elevation std. d. (m)
Volume (m3 )
Solar Radiation Max.
Fractal Fract. 2021, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW
(WH/m2 )
Roughness (std. d.)

Fractal Dimension (D)
Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-Tailed)

0.964
0.879
0.964

0.000
0.001
0.000

0.697

0.025

0.685

0.029
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TableAlthough
3. Correlation
(N of
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significant
correlations
included.
the table
values
theOnly
estimated
solar
radiation are
were
found to be correlated to

other estimated parameters, such as elevation and roughness, only the maximum solar
Fractal Dimension (D)
radiation was
found torho
be significantly correlated with D (Figure 5b). The estimated
Spearman’s
Correlation
Coefficient
Sig.
(2-tailed)
D values based on the voxelization method
did not show
any correlation
with
modelled
Elevation
Mean
(m)
0.964
0.000
roughness surfaces, except for the standard deviation of values within the sample.
Elevation
Std. appeared
d. (m) to be an independent
0.879
0.001
Surface
roughness
variable compared to the
estimated
Volume
(m3) roughness, as another descriptor
0.964 of structural complexity,
0.000 was
fractal dimension.
Hence,
2)
correlated
with the raster
measurements.
This indicates
values preSolar Radiation
Max. (WH/m
0.697that roughness mean0.025
sented positive
correlations
with
elevation
(std.
d.)
and
raster
volume
and
strong
negative
Roughness (std. d.)
0.685
0.029
relationships with the mean solar radiation (Table 4).
Surface roughness appeared to be an independent variable compared to the estimated fractal dimension. Hence, roughness, as another descriptor of structural complexity, was correlated with the raster measurements. This indicates that roughness mean values presented positive correlations with elevation (std. d.) and raster volume and strong
negative relationships with the mean solar radiation (Table 4).
Table 4. Correlation table (N = 10). Only significant correlations are included.

Spearman’s Rho

Roughness (Mean)
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-Tailed)
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Table 4. Correlation table (N = 10). Only significant correlations are included.
Spearman’s Rho
Elevation std. d. (m)
Volume (m3 )
Solar Radiation Mean.
(WH/m2 )

Roughness (Mean)
Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (2-Tailed)

0.721
0.636

<0.05
<0.05

−0.988

<0.005

4. Discussion and Conclusions
The application of the ‘box-counting’ method in 3D using voxels on DSMs provides
new possibilities to analyse urban landscapes. It allowed studying the complexity of urban
fabric in a 3-dimensional fashion to study urban character. The analysis applied at a broader
geographical area to include a larger coverage of distinct, recognisable and consistent
patterns of elements and attributes for numerical comparison. This has as yet received little
attention in the literature where urban character has not been systematically and empirically
studied before in an urban context using high-quality remote sensing data. Estimated D
values provided a numerical characterization for comparison of urban environments.
The results revealed that the fractal dimension calculated using the voxelization
method is significantly influenced by the physical volume of the space. Increasing building
heights across the sample area has a positive effect on increasing complexity as reported
similarly in previous research [69]. The voxelization technique developed in GIS provided
higher control and accuracy over the voxelization process compared to the previous
workflow presented by Tara et al. [69] This provides opportunities to implement it on larger
scale elevation models by leveraging the possibilities in GIS using open data, DEM, DSM
and satellite imagery. DSM models and voxelization provide new methods of interpretation
and understanding previously subjective concepts of built environments. The capabilities of
classified LiDAR data to separate urban features provides other opportunities for analysis
of urban form through its separate built and natural elements.
Furthermore, the fractal analysis in this study was conducted on ten urban character
samples to understand the variations of complexity across different parts of Melbourne
Central. This was a very different approach to previous research [69]. In this paper, attention
was given specifically to samples of different urban forms, which differed from analysing
the user experience through a visibility factor, which previously simulated viewshed or
visual bowl interpretation in 3D.
The proposed research provides a new approach to studying the fractal dimension in
urban environments compared to the previous research [2,10–12,47,70]. Using a LiDARderived DSM for fractal analysis by using a 3D box-counting method, this work provides a
novel approach to studying urban and non-urban environments. Studying complexity by
a volumetric approach appears to be a suitable approach to study urban environments due
to the volumetric nature of urban contexts with considerable variation in built form and
vegetation. The level of voxelization can be adjusted to suit raster models on any scale to
estimate fractal dimensions.
4.1. Limitations of the Method
This paper intends to present a new method of fractal analysis and its potential for
future research. The results presented here should be understood as preliminary. In this
context, the values of other urban form parameters, which were chosen for the raster
analysis, should also be regarded critically. In particular, in the case of the estimation of
solar radiation area, the sample alignments to the north are slightly inconsistent across all
samples, which could reduce confidence in the measurement of solar radiation area.
Furthermore, multiple limitations were identified during the course of this research
which could be considered opportunities for future testing and experimentation. Firstly,
the sourced open LiDAR was unclassified, which did not allow the separation of landform,
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buildings and vegetation for the study of the effect of each entity on D values separately.
Potentially a classified LiDAR file can be sourced from municipalities to test this scenario.
Secondly, the developed voxelization workflow was semi-automated, which made it a
slightly time-consuming process to estimate each D value. Potential future automation of
this process would allow us to test it on higher numbers of samples across the city and
increase the resolution of fractal dimensions estimated in different scales (Figure 3).
In general, the DSM provides a simplistic representation of the urban fabric, which
omits a considerable amount of detail, including architectural and vegetation details.
Moreover, it does not differentiate between hard and soft surfaces. It is unable to present
gaps under bridges or tree canopies due to vertical projection of planar heights or elevations.
However, it was capable of representing a simplified structural form of an urban context
for the purpose of this study.
4.2. Potential for Applications
The proposed research has potential applications in the current context of Australian
cities. With a fast-growing population and climate change impacts, Australian cities are
aiming to transform from low-density suburban to more compact and become more sustainable, liveable, resilient and inclusive places to live. Greater urban density is considered
to be more effective in providing lower per capita infrastructure costs, a wider variety of
housing types and greater affordability [71]. However, achieving this will be a constant
challenge for state and local governments, the property development industry and the
community. Infill development, urban consolidation and intensification are some of the
strategies being used in these cities to increase density around defined centres or along
corridors, which results in a significant change to the urban form. Moreover, the concept of
the 20-min neighbourhood [72] in established suburbs or greenfield developments could be
investigated using the proposed method to speculate on optimum urban forms in relation
to liveability, physical and mental health factors. This research proposes that the higher the
D value, the more structurally complex is an urban environment. Complexity linked to
ambiguity in urban environments has the potential to inform future environmental design
and planning [40].
Likewise, this research could be extended to study the evolution and change of urban
fabric similar to Qin et al. [17] or for comparing the urban form of different cities. The
collective differences of social, cultural and political processes in shaping cities can be
studied using fractal analysis, voxelization and DSMs. The proposed method can be used in
impact assessments to study the impact of new developments in an existing urban context.
Furthermore, the proposed method has implications for studying peri-urban, rural
and regional landscapes. Considering the novel aspects of this research, it can be considered
as a continuation and evolution of previous research in estimating D values in 3D [17,73,74].
Similarly, the voxelization method could be used with different landforms in rural areas
to understand variations of landform and complexity, which are likely to evoke different
human preferences and experiences. Finally, this fractal research could be extended to
climate change research by considering the complexity of the physical landscape, whether
natural or built, in relation to performance factors, environmental or biodiversity indicators.
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